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Table II. A comparison of experimental values from our results and theoretical predictions of decay ratios of
the q.

Decay ratio

yy/7t-+7- y
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Theoretical
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1.5 to 1.73
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We wish to examine, within the framework of
unitary symmetry, the hypothesis that the vector
mesons M and M (to be identified with the ob-
served K* meson of mass 885 MeV) are coupled
to strangeness-changing currents that are con-
served "as exactly as possible. *' It is pointed
out that this hypothesis suggests the existence of
j' =+I, T = I/2, and J= 0 mesons (with no unitary
partners) whose couplings to other strongly inter-

acting particles vanish in the limit of exact uni-
tary symmetry. The possible connection between
the conjectured scalar meson and the experimen-
tally observed ~ meson (the K* meson of 725 MeV)
xs discussed.

Some time ago, it was argued that there should
exist one Y = 0, T = 1 vector meson and two Y = 0,
T =0 vector mesons coupled, respectively, to the
exactly conserved currents of the strong interac-
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tions: isospin, hypercharge, and baryonic
charge. "' Subsequently, Gell-Mann' and Ne'e-
man'&' have shown that the vector mesons of refer-
ence 1 can be elegantly accommodated in a higher
symmetry model called the "eightfold way" (the
octet version of unitary symmetry) together with
the Y =+1, T = 1/2 vector mesons M and M coupled
to strangeness-changing (F" ' '~") currents which,
like the isospin (P'"~'~") and hypercharge (F"')
currents, are generated by the gauge transforma-
tions associated with SU(3). Various experiments
carried out in the last two years have conclusively
established the existence of all the nine (=1+8)
vector mesons with the desired quantum numbers. '

Although unitary symmetry treats p, y (or more
precisely a linear combination' of y and &u), M,
and I on the same footing as members of one uni-
tary family, in the real world there is an impor-
tant distinction among them: The sources of p
and q are exactly conserved (with F-type cou-
plings of the vector-meson octet to the baryon
octet), whereas M and M are coupled to currents
which would be strictly conserved only in the
limit of exact unitary symmetry, i.e. , when pygK
- m„- 0, m A

- mN -0, etc. We may naturally
speculate on the following question: Can we con-
struct a strangeness-changing vector current
which is exactly conserved even in the presence
of finite mass differences within unitary multi-
plets V

The solution to this problem may be found in
the answer to a similar question raised in connec-
tion with the possible conservation of the axial
vector current J&+ =iNy&y&T N. Although4)

+( ) is not divergenceless because of the finite
p, +

nucleon mass, it is possible to construct an axial
vector vertex I'&( )(p', p) between the real neu-
tron and the proton state that satisfies the con-
tinuity equations~9".

=F(q')[iy y -2m y q /q ],5p. N 5p.
where q=-p'- p. The presence of a pole at q'= 0
[provided F(0) x 0] implies the existence of a zero-
mass pseudoscalar meson. By interpreting this
meson as the m„2-0 limit of the observed finite-
mass pion, we have succeeded in deriving the
famous Goldberger- Treiman' relation for the
m+ lifetime 8 9

Similarly, we can demonstrate that the exact
conservation of the strangeness-changing vector
current in the presence of a finite A. -m mass differ-
ence would require the existence of a zero-mass
y =1, T =1/2 scalar meson. To see this, we

first note that a vector current that satisfies the
continuity equation can be constructed between
the real K+ and the real v' state as follows:

(p -p ) (m '-m ')-
F(q') (p +p )-

7T /J,
(2)

As before, the second term in (2) implies the
existence of a Y = 1, T =1/2 scalar meson of zero
mass if F(0)x 0. Since we know of no zero-mass
meson of strangeness unity, we again interpret
this ideal situation as the m'- 0 limit of a g = 1,
T = 1/2 scalar meson of finite mass, which we
call w. For a slowly varying F(q'), we have, in
place of (2),

(p -p ) (m '-m ')

K ~my (p -p)'+m '
K

(3)

where our definitions of the coupling constants y,
f, and g correspond to the equivalent Lagrangian
densities

[~os K+-a ~oK'],

ifM 8 v+, and gz v K+.

We now propose, for illustrative purposes, a
dynamical model which enables us to calculate
the coupling constants f and g. Consider the de-
cay K+-K++v'. We assume that this process is
dominated by the M meson (which is possible
since the divergence of the interacting I& field
does not vanish'~). We then obtain, for the T&Kw

coupling constant, the relation

g = yf pK+ p„„

K

which is completely identical to the structure of
the K&3 form factor suggested by Bernstein and
Wexnberg

The hypothesis that the M meson be coupled to
a current that is conserved as exactly as possible
prompts us to identify (3) as the vertex function
for the I n'K+ interaction with the w' and the K+

on the mass shell. We then obtain a new "Gold-
berger- Treiman" relation.

y (m
' - m ') =fg,
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Solving for f and g, we have

f'/4~=m '/4v,

g'/4m =(y'/ v)(m '-m ')'/m (7)

from which we may compute the decay width of
the ~ meson:

3 g2 p
r (~-K+v) =sr(~'-K'+v') =-—--,. (8)tot 24m m. '

Similarly, assuming that the M meson dominates
the ~RA and zNZ form factors, we obtain

2 2 2

~AN ~ A ™N~
4m 4v ~ m )

G ' y'~m -m

)

which is somewhat larger than the reported z
width of I &10 MeV. On the other hand, it is
gratifying that the model does give rather small
values for the scalar v-baryon coupling constants:

G '/4w = 0. 08, G '/4m = 0.06.
xAN ' xZN

This may account for the observed remarkably
small production cross sections for ~ mesons in
both m p and K p collisions.

Within the framework of unitary symmetry, the
possible existence of a 1' =+1, T = 1/2 scalar

where we have used the octet version of unitary
symmetry with p-type couplings of the vector
mesons to the baryons.

Note that this model does exhibit explicitly how
the couplings of the z meson to other strongly in-
teracting particles disappear as the mass differ-
ences within unitary multiplets go to zero. In
other words, the g meson "exists" as a strongly
interacting particle only in so far as unitary sym-
metry is violated. Note also that our expressions
for the coupling constants do not involve m~'.
The model is therefore quite consistent with the
requirement that the mK'- 0 limit be a "gentle"
one.

Numerically speaking, y'/4v is about 0. 7 for
r(M-K+w)=40 MeV. If the observed T =1/2 K

meson [K~ (725)] of the Berkeley 72-in. bubble
chamber group" "is to be identified with our z

meson, then the model discussed here gives

I (K -K+~) = 20 Mev,tot

meson K' has been previously discuss d by Gell-
Mann. ' The distinctive features of our ~ meson
are that (i) it has no "unitary partners, " and (ii)
it ceases to exist in the limit of exact unitary
symmetry. In contrast, Gell-Mann's K' and K'
mesons belong to a 4= 0+ unitary octet whose
other members are a T =1 n'' meson and a T =0
y' meson. %e believe that the existence of the
scalar x (x) meson without any unitary partner
does not constitute evidence against the "not-so-
badly-broken eightfold way. " provided that its
coupling constants go as -m~'- m~', mA- mg,
etc. On the contrary, its very existence reveals
that nature is making every effort to have the
source of the I meson conserved as exactly as
possible. As for p, y, and ~, their sources are
already conserved, and there is no need to postu-
late the existence of corresponding scalar mesons.
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A method is presented for analyzing pion-nu-
cleon scattering data using phase shifts for the
low partial waves and a closed term to represent
the effect of all higher partial waves. This closed
term is calculated on the basis of the analytic
properties of the scattering amplitude in the com-
plex cos8 plane. It represents the contribution
to the scattering amplitude, in all but those low-
est partial waves which are treated explicitly, of
the singularities lying nearest to the physical re-
gion. The method is basically similar to that of
Cziffra et al. ' for nucleon-nucleon scattering ex-
cept that those authors take only the single-pion
poles into account. For pion-nucleon scattering
it is necessary to include not only the contribu-
tions from the nucleon pole, the 3-3 resonance,
and the p meson, but also from the two-pion con-
tinuum in the T =0 state.

In this Letter we apply the method to the m+-P
angular distribution and polarization data at 310
MeV of Foote et al. ' The conventional phase
shift analysis of these data gave a,mbiguous re-
sults when f-wave phase shifts were included.
With the present method we are able to remove
this difficulty.

Instea, d of attempting a conventional phase shift
analysis, we write the scattering amplitude as a
sum of two terms. The first term incorporates
in closed form the known contributions from the
singularities lying closest to the physical region.
The second comes from the more distant singu-
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FIG. 1. Singularities of the invariant amplitudes for
pion-nucleon scattering in the complex cos8 plane, at a
fixed incident pion lab kinetic energy of 310 MeV.

larities and is approximated by a finite sum of
Legendre polynomials. Since the second term
does not contain the nearest singularities, a small-
er number of terms should be needed than in a
normal partial-wave expansion.

The singularities of the invariant amplitudes
for pion-nucleon scattering, in the cos8 plane,
at a fixed incident pion laboratory kinetic nergy
of 310 MeV, are shown in Fig. 1. The disconti-
nuities across the cuts are determined by the ab-
sorptive parts of amplitudes for related processes.
The distinction between nearby and more distant
singularities is not a sharp one. We define "near-
by" as on the interval zy~ cos& &z,. The choice
of z, and z, is somewhat arbitrary, but the in-
terval should presumably contain the known domi-
nant features of the crossed channels (s, =8, z,
= 5 is a possible choice}. We assume that the ef-


